
 

 
 

                      

(Some won’t like it, but many MORE need to KNOW it!)  
_____________________________________________ 

 

This is no space fantasy! It’s nothing to do with aliens. It’s 
about a whole new world of [earthly] business that’s 
often being used to advantage (mainly by clever ‘techies’) 

to the unwitting detriment of millions of less technically-
minded (often older) people who, despite their best 
efforts, simply can’t grasp and keep pace with the ever-
changing and expanding money-making trickery within 
the world of e-commerce! The sole purpose here is to 
inform people of the alarming FACTS concerning daily 
wastage of hard-earned money on naïve efforts to build 
an Online Business, and how to sidestep many of the 
deceptions that most people fall for every single day.  
 

This is the only source ANYWHERE, prepared to 
publicise the hard-to-swallow, and often gut-wrenching 
truth! This unique Report will reveal a variety of 
impediments to starting a new online business of any 
kind, and to alert people to real situations they will face. 



It’s not an attempt to sell ANY kind of “Internet Business 
Dream” – like others do, but to help all who would 
otherwise be misled and suffer in this regard. If you’re a 

newcomer to Internet Business, this single report IS 
going to save you thousands!  
 

Sure, [some] ‘internet gurus’ are able to teach you all you 

need to know, but even with genuine instruction many 

people aren’t in a position to take it on board! It’s 

tantamount to a high school teacher standing in front of a 

class of 5year olds, teaching them about mathematics 

and chemistry. They’re being taught all they need to 

know, but they’re not yet in a position to understand 

or absorb it! Therein lies the problem for the great 

majority of people, including those who, for whatever 

reason, have come to the Internet relatively late in life, 

with a wish (or now a need?) to make a new beginning by 

starting an internet-based HOME BUSINESS.  
 

“The Internet” has suddenly provided worldwide masses 
with what appears to be an attractive alternative the like 
of which has never been available before. For most, this 
is where entirely NEW problems surface!  Since the 
majority of world populations are inherent ‘followers’ as 
opposed to leaders, their newly found “freedom to start a 
business” (particularly one from home) is an irresistible 
temptation that also feels incredibly exciting and can’t be 
ignored. However, most should tread carefully, before 
rushing into the unknown and parting with their cash!    
 

The “80/20” rule applies to many things in life and, in this 
instance, 80% depends on why and exactly WHAT things 
need to be done to build any successful business, 
whereas only 20% should deal with HOW best to do 
them. (The latter is a constantly evolving and refining 
process that can be extended for as long as ever a 



‘perfect’ solution remains out of reach - as it always will).  
This underpins a fundamental difference between the 
mindset and approach of a small business owner, and 
that of a true ‘Entrepreneur’! Later in this Report we spell 
that out and describe this [little-publicised] contrast that’s 

essential to understand, in order to take advantage of the 
internet’s commercial opportunities.  
 

For the great majority of people, “making money online” 
has in fact become The Great DELUSION of Our Time!  
Therefore, it’s necessary to recognise why this is, and to 
acknowledge the alarming fact that most of those 
currently making money online, are doing so by simply 
charging others for their own ‘systems’ on How to Make 
Money Online!  Therefore, be aware of all kinds of quick 
and easy online ‘profit-schemes’, because they DON’T 
work as described!  It’s vital to learn how to avoid all of 
these money-making deceptions that are peddled around 
the world every day. Such “unmissable opportunities” will 
NOT turn you from a struggling failure to an overnight 
success!  In short, it’s necessary to learn the REALITY of 
the business arena that everyone’s so keen and impatient 
to enter.  
 

To begin at the beginning, a typical Internet Business 
sales letter or promotion would contain several primary 
and ‘emotionally irresistible’ elements: Firstly, it would be 
“time-sensitive”, instilling a sense of urgency for enrolling, 
or otherwise missing out forever. It will quickly go on to 
describe the “white sandy beaches and swaying palm 
trees” that could so easily become your flexible daily 
working environment anywhere in the world, as opposed 
to your present daily drudgery and relatively dismal 
financial situation.  
 

You’ll then go on to read the details of various ‘millionaire 
successes’ that have already emanated from the very 



thing you’re now being offered, and great lengths are 
pursued to provide ‘social proof’ of those who are, one 

way or another, just about to make you rich, by simply 
following their examples. (However, the difference 

between this particular opportunity, and all that have 

gone before, is that you’re likely to be given some special 
bonus that’s never been offered previously; the value of 
which, in itself, far outweighs the entire cost of the course! 
That supposed ‘cost’ having probably been quoted as 
several thousand pounds or dollars, - but “right here, right 
now, it’s all yours for a fraction of that usual price!”) 
 

But it doesn’t even stop there!  For an extra payment [of 

considerably more money], there’ll frequently be an 
optional upgrade to the ‘Gold Package’, thereafter 
leading to ongoing training (or ‘mentoring’) for the next full 
year!  To help secure your signature on the ‘opt-in page’, 
you can often register for a personal ‘guest’ completely 
free of charge!  By the time you’ve attended or enrolled 
on the basic course, upgraded to the ‘value-for-money 
Gold Package’ and accepted the opportunity of 12 
months ‘mentoring’, the dent in your finances is 
somewhat deeper than you’d ever originally have wished 
to contemplate! 
 

When reviewing these endless daily online ‘business 

opportunities’ and ‘special offers’, whatever the subject 

may be, you’re told to “Simply fill in your details below, use 

a credit card of your choice to pay the amount shown, sign 

in, and we’ll have you up and running your own profitable 

new online business in no time at all! No experience is 

necessary, because we’ll teach you everything you need to 

know!”  No, NO, NO!  It’s simply NOT true!! - And I don’t 

care WHO the advocate happens to be!  It’s a great 

sadness to know that literally within the next few minutes, 

countless people will be plausibly drawn to such 



emotionally charged proposals and outlay [sometimes] 

large sums of money with no real chance of any return. 

This ill-affordable naivety finally leading to nothing but 

disillusion and defeat.  
 

Even the language and terminology itself can be an 

immediate barrier to learning, because most of these 

internet teachers and ‘whizzkids’ looking to acquire your 

money, ASSUME that you would already understand 

certain fundamentals, and therefore they don’t ‘waste 

their time’ by explaining things in a way that a true novice 

would actually need!  For instance, it’s no use telling 

someone to “click the menu icon and select an item from 

a drop-down” if they don’t know where this menu button 

is, - because they don’t even know what it looks like! To 

such people, an ‘Avatar’ is just a film with blue people in 

it!  
 

Adopting a correct and positive Mindset has always been 
vital for success in any kind of business. But when 

contemplating an internet business, it’s even more so 
because the competition and multiple distractions are so 
enormous! Defeat is all too easily glimpsed around every 
corner in all possible niches. Without a strong mental 
foundation, your business efforts are likely to founder as 
the inevitable storms arrive. “The Danger of Information 
Overload!” (which follows on page 65), sets out the 
specifics for gaining and retaining a disciplined online 
approach that allows you to make meaningful progress.  
 

The point for most readers is now one of charting a new 
course and accepting that a radical change of thinking 
is required. Ideals are vital to maintain – but linked to the 
inescapable truths you need to absorb. We’re about to 
open your eyes to a wider picture of online business 
reality!  



Understand that  

the value of avoiding the wrong things  
can, for MOST people, be initially greater than that                 

of attempting to seek out the right ones! 
 

Don’t worry! You’re far from being alone in feeling 
concern about a need to learn online business tactics. By 
absorbing many little-known facts from the outset, you’ll 
quickly be able to discount most of the self-serving 
rubbish that’s being promoted online, and come to accept 
much of it as nothing other than a veiled money magnet 
for internet bandits!  
 

With regard to ‘online business bootcamps’, beginning on 
Page 27 we illuminate the many unpalatable facts 
surrounding regularly held conventions, seminars and 
webinars, so that the route to your success (or failure!) 
can either be via the typically protracted and costly 
process of bitter experience, - OR by absorbing the 
unique inside information provided here.  It’s often been 
said (and proven!) that “a week on site, is worth a year in 
the classroom”!  Reading through this report is effectively 
“your week on site”! Therefore, NEVER rush into enrolling 
on expensive courses, or booking seats at costly 
seminars etc., until you’ve become capable of 
understanding, absorbing and applying the things that are 
to be taught there.  As promised, we’re giving you the 
‘inside track’ on what goes on!  
 

Merely trying to copy what someone has done before, 
may no longer be feasible in a changed (and ever-
changing) internet world. You must first acknowledge the 
importance of acquiring ‘the perspective’ of a true 
Entrepreneur! An explanation of this vital quality begins 
on page 40, and describes the foremost requirement for 
ANY successful business, whether on the internet or not!  


